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Pavillon Hotel 

"A Simple Hotel In The City Centre"

Located on a small pedestrian street in the city centre, just a few steps

from the old port and the Institute of Fashion, this establishment provides

a level of service appropriate to the rates charged. Reception is open

around the clock and staff are friendly; the rooms are simple and clean.

The pedestrian shopping district is in the immediate vicinity.

 +33 4 9133 7690  27 Rue Pavillon, Marsiglia

 by Booking.com 

Au Vieux Panier 

"Sleep in a Masterpiece"

Au Vieux Panier is hotel known for its unique guest rooms. Here you can

sleep in a room that was created by an artist, be it a painter or graphic

designer. Each room has a distinct look and personality, with one of their

best known rooms designed as if you had a split personality since it's half-

white and half-graffiti. Guests can enjoy the unusual decor as well as the

comfortable rooms.

 +33 6 3219 9005  www.auvieuxpanier.com/  13 Rue du Panier, Marsiglia

 by JC Allin   

Richelieu Hotel 

"Coastal Conviviality"

At the Hotel Richelieu the sun shines both inside and out, so come on

in!Hidden beneath a somewhat timeworn façade, you'll find a warm and

welcoming interior. 16 of the hotel's 21 rooms open directly onto Catalans

beach, and the view from your balcony onto Marseilles' islands is

unrivaled. Each room has a different theme making this a very unique

feature of the hotel.

 +33 4 91 31 0192  www.lerichelieu-

marseille.com

 hotelmer@club-internet.fr  52 Corniche John Fitzgerald

Kennedy, Marsiglia
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